
Scrubbing Machines

Professional Cleaning

Reliable, productive, handy scrubbing machines.
With 66, 76 and 61cm working width
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PLUS

Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS.
Suitable for maintenance and deep-down cleaning
in large areas where the utmost discretion is required 
during cleaning operations (for surfaces up to 3,500 sq.m)

The new Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS scrubbing
machines are available in both the scrubbing
version, with disc brushes with 66 and 76 cm
working width, and the sweeping version, with
cylindrical brushes with 61 cm working width.

They stand out in their segment
above all for their:

• power,
• tank capacity,
• quiet operation

(ensuring work comfort),
• reliability,
• user friendliness,
• innovative design,
• limited operating costs,
• performance.
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Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS
Innovative cleaning solutions

The new Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS scrubbing
machines use important technical solutions that
improve performance levels while keeping
management costs very low.
Upon request, Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS can be
supplied with the new separate measuring system

for water and detergent (CDS - Comac Dosing
System), and on-board battery-charger.
Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS, on the other hand, have a
silenced head fitted as standard; this drastically lowers
noise levels.

Comac's CDS is available upon request.

Separate water and detergent management

Water selector

Detergent selector

The brushes can be quickly washed thanks
to the quick water coupling.
The debris hopper has a suction system

The classic manual tap adjustment used on traditional scrubbing 
machines does not allow an exact flow rate, nor does it guarantee 
constancy over time, as the tank gradually empties.
The result is 30-50% extra consumption of detergent solution.
CDS is the new water and detergent measuring system 
created by Comac, allowing you to regulate the water and 
detergent quantities separately, thanks to 2 distinct selectors.
This means the amount of solution can be adapted almost 
immediately to the specific type of dirt encountered, eliminating 
that excess waste involved with traditional scrubbing machines.

With Comac's CDS , you can change the type of detergent at 
any time, simply by replacing the canister (5 l).
This means: total safety for the operator, who never comes into 
contact with the chemical product.

With the new Comac water and detergent 
measuring system (CDS - Comac Dosing 
System), there is a reduction of up to 50% in 
the amount of solution used.

With Comac's CDS, the cleaning result is always even over 
the entire surface, thanks to the constant flow of solution onto 
the brushes. 

The use of the CDS ensures increased productivity and work 
costs constantly under control.
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Levers that drive
the traction

Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS scrubbing machine:
the machine for everyone!

The elegant instrument panel with its new digital monitor
has been purposely designed to offer the greatest ease of use.
All the commands are within easy reach:
from speed adjustment to the water and detergent measuring 
device commands, and the possibility to have the automatic 
version with base and squeegee movement (upon request Media 65/75 BT).
The traction is driven by two small levers near the driving 
handle, so the speed can be controlled at all times.
The ergonomic distribution of the commands, and their simplicity,
ensure intuitive driving even for non-specialised operators.

Built-in 24V/25A battery-charger,
suitable for both gel and traditional batteries

Upon request, the Media scrubbing machines can also be fitted
with a practical battery-charger.

The machine is easily recharged by just connecting the cable supplied to
a normal electricity socket.

Thanks to a pedal
the scrubbing head can be
raised very easily
and without efforts

Traditional version

Suction motor
cover

* In compliance with standard ISO3744 at 1.5 m

Excellent suction power
with the minimum noise (59.2 dB (A)*)

The new soundproof head that encloses the suction motor
also protects it from any water infiltration and, above all, 

ensures an extremely low sound level without renouncing 
the suction power. For this reason, the Media scrubbing 

machines can be used for cleaning places like nursing homes,
hospitals and rest homes, where the utmost discretion is required 

during cleaning operations, or in retail outlets like supermarkets
during the normal opening hours.
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Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS:
handy for maintenance work too

Great attention to detail

The Media 65/75 BT - 60 BTS scrubbing machines are
designed to carry out daily maintenance work as
quickly as possible.
In fact, they are:
· easy to fill
· easy to empty
· easy to clean
so you always get the maximum advantage!

In addition, their technical and design expedients help
to make the machine extremely practical and reliable.

Maximum safety, with the interesting new solution applied
to the Media parking brake

A handy little tube installed at the rear
means you can always keep an eye on
the level of clean water in the tank

The special design of the recovery tank,
and the large diameter of the drainage
tube mean the dirty water can be
completely drained without leaving
any type of residue and in
A VERY SHORT TIME

The wide inlet allows it to be quickly
filled with water

The suction motor filter is easy to
remove, to speed up cleaning
operations
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION                                             Media 65BT          Media 75BT          Media 60BTS

Squeegee width                                          mm                        948                      1065                       948

Disc brushes Ø (No.)                                   mm                     345 (2)                 430 (2)                        -

Cylindrical brushes (No.)                          mm                           -                            -                    110x500 (2)

Brushes rpm                                               rpm                        190                       190                        360

Brushes motor                                            V/W                     24/560                 24/560                  24/560

Suction motor                                             V/W                     36/550                 36/550                   36/550

Traction motor                                            V/W                     24/250                 24/250                   24/250

Suction vacuum                                          mbar                       188                       188                        188

Forward speed                                            km/h                      0÷5                      0÷5                        0÷5

Max gradient at full load                               %                            10                         10                          10

Batteries                                               V/Ah C5                6/200                   6/200                    6/200

Batteries weight                                      kg                          176                       176                        176

Debris hopper capacity                          l                               -                            -                            7

Detergent tank capacity                         l                               5                           5                            5
(versions with CDS)

Media
65BT

Media
75BT

Media
60BTS

660

760

610

30-50

30-50

30-50

24/aut.

24/aut

24/aut.

85

85

85

95

95

95

3300

3800

3050

1450
1065
695

1495
1065
800

1485
1065
715

145

150

140

Working
width mm

Brushes
pressure

Power supply V/
traction

Solution
tank l

Recovery
tank l

Working
width up
to m2/h

Machine
dimensions mm

L x H x W

Machine 
weight kg

(without batteries)

Machine
for industrial
use

B - Battery powered
machine with
voltage value 

KEY WORDS:The machines are manufactured in compliance
with the directives 2006/42/CE, 2006/95/CE,
2004/108/CE and with the standards
IEC 60335-1 and IEC 60335-2-72.

The steel parts are subject to treatment
which guarantees a long life and makes the parts oxidation-proof.

CONTACT ALL BRANCHES

Tel: 1300 347 347
Fax: 1300 348 348
www.centralcleaning.com.au
Email: sales@centralcleaning.com.au

VICTORIA - NEW SOUTH WALES - TASMANIA
SOUTH AUSTRALIA - QUEENSLAND - WESTERN AUSTRALIA


